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The new “Ergo Stand” is  a highly manoeuvrable front 

wheel drive standing power chair with Karma’s patented 

“S-Ergo” seating system. Front wheel drive allows the 

user to  negotiate tight spaces indoors. It comes with 

power backrest recline giving  adjustments from 80 to 

120 degrees. 

Lightweight mobility

Increase your freedom!

Ergo Stand
KP-80

The medical benefits of standing

Activates circulation system and improves
cardio-pulmonary function.

Helps prevent decubitus sores.

Improves bowel regularity and function.

Helps bladder and intestinal motility.

Reduces contractures and anchylosis.

Reduced sliding

Pressure redistribution

S-Ergo seat

The  S -Eego  system  ( intel l igent  

s-shaped ergonomic seating) provides 
efficient pressure relief by spreading 
weight over a greater area, at the same 
time provides stability and reduces 

sliding.

Traditional seat

Increased risk of sores due to load on 
pressure points.
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Sold and Serviced by:

Lightweight mobility

Front wheel
drive

Features

100        62         97        44 300Wx2 36Ahx2 VR 2 62 16km Steel 79kg9km

+ +1cm 0.5kg

KARMA reserves the right to modify information herein without further notice.

The above are estimated data under 20 C (68 F), an 80kg (176lbs) user, brand new fully charged batteries and a constant
driving speed of 6km/hr (3.7mph). Distance, climbing ability and operating time can vary according to condition.

10 135kg

Options

Swing away
joystick

KM/H Range

KM

Frame
Weight

with
BatteriesBATTERYW

Motor

(40/48) 50Ahx2 28km 86kg
55kg

Weight
W/O

BatteriesW

Power Recline

80~120

Power stand Power recline

Ergo seating Flip back 
Ergonomic
armrests

Knee support

Lights
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